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■ Ninja boots (超級忍者鞋)
NT$490
Tabi boots with slip-resistant 
soles.

■ Nazareth thong 
sandals (拿撒勒夾腳拖鞋)
NT$290 to NT$490
Light and comfortable with 
hiking soles.

■ Light sneakers 
(輕量運動鞋)
NT$690 to NT$980 
Sturdy, slip-resistant soles 
reinforced with NBR rubber.

■ Classic canvas sneakers
(傳統帆布鞋)
NT$690 to NT$980
High rubber soles keep feet 
dry, even after a step in a 
puddle.

■ Shell shoes (貝殼鞋)
NT$290 to NT$490
They’re called “shell shoes” 
in Chinese because they’re 
most often worn at the 
beach.

■ F-8205 hiking boots 
(F-820登山踏青鞋)
NT$690 to NT$980
Slip-resistant, acid-proof 
soles passed the National 
Material Testing Center’s 
resistance test. 

■ Basic sneakers  
(基本款運動鞋)
NT$690 to NT$980
Slip-resistant, anti-odor 
and waterproof.

Wei Pai-ching (魏百慶)
Second-generation owner of Buffalo

Buffalo (牛頭牌)

Buffalo was founded by Wei Ming-hung 
(魏名宏) in 1952, back when shoes were 
still being manufactured on sidewalks. 
In the 1990s, as other companies were 
moving their factories overseas, Wei 
chose to maintain production in Taiwan 
and lured skilled shoemakers back to the 
country to create a second generation of 
Buffalo footwear. His son, Wei Pai-ching 
(魏百慶), now runs the company. The 
younger Wei — whose idea of a good 
shoe is one that’s sturdy, lightweight and 
slip-resistant — has remained faithful to 
traditional designs, while keeping a close 
eye on trends in tropical countries. His 
Buffalo thong sandals are hugely popular 
among Taiwanese youth.

“Buffalo shoe engineering places a great 
deal of emphasis on [what is known in 
industry terms as] the ‘straining force.’ 
Shoes must be able to withstand 28kg of 
force — otherwise they won’t hold up to 
everyday wear and tear. Each step of the 
production process has to be perfect in 
order to make a good shoe.”

Buffalo thong sandals (NT$290 to NT$490)
These ultra-modern flip-flops come in a variety of creative 
prints and are flexible, resilient and affordable.

■ Rock ’n’ Roll sandals
(搖滾寶貝人字拖)
To prevent blisters, the soles 
and straps are both sturdy 
and easy on the skin.

■ Two-tone thong sandals 
(雙色人字拖)
The soles are made from 
waterproof, slip-resistant 
rubber foam.

■ Double Happiness Harmonic 
Marriage thong sandals (雙喜人字拖)
These flip-flops are perfect for newly 
engaged couples. When viewed 
horizontally, the Chinese characters 
for “double happiness” (喜喜) read 
“OK, Oh.”

■ Mosaic thong sandals 
(馬賽克人字拖)
The soles and straps of this simple but 
unique design bear the same print.

Other Buffalo footware

Vendors:
If you’re interested in buying a pair of Buffalo shoes, call (06) 
239-5779 (for northern or central Taiwan) or (06) 211-1001 (for 
southern Taiwan).

Made in 
Taiwan Fufapai (富發牌)

Made in Taichung since 2004, Fufapai’s shoes are a unique 
expression of Taiwanese style. The brand uses natural rubber 
for its shoes, which are often released in limited editions to 
thwart potential copycats.CHS China Strong (中國強)

CHS China Strong has been making high-
quality canvas shoes with natural rubber 
soles for 36 years.

■ Retro canvas shoes (復刻版帆布鞋)
NT$690
Slip-resistant rubber soles.

■ White breathable sneakers
(白色透氣運動鞋)
NT$790
Breathable shoes that keep sweat 
and odor under control.

■ Striped canvas shoes
(條紋帆布鞋)
NT$490
Sweat-absorbing, anti-odor insoles. The 
CHS China Strong logo is on the back.

■ Women’s canvas shoes 
(女款帆布)
NT$790
Eye-catching CHS China Strong 
logo printed on both the shoe’s 
exterior and its insole.

■ Glossy sneakers 
(漆皮運動鞋)
NT$690
Glossy sneakers are all the 
rage this season.

■ Glossy high-tops
(漆皮高筒休閒鞋)
NT$690
Lightweight with anti-bacterial 
insoles. “Made in Taiwan” 
printed on the soles.

■ Retro deck shoes (復古帆船布鞋)
NT$490
Made from soft, comfortable fabric. Easy to 
wash and dry.

■ Fluorescent glossy high-tops
(螢光漆皮高休閒鞋)
NT$690
Extra bright, extra 
trendy.

■ Fire-red glossy high-tops 
(火紅熱情漆皮高統休閒鞋)
NT$690
Shock-absorbing, slip-resistant 
soles.

■ Light canvas shoes
(懶人鞋)
NT$350
Available in a variety of 
colorful prints.

Vendors:
If you’re interested in purchasing a pair of CHS China 
Strong shoes, call (02) 2594-9902, (04) 2223-3310 or 
(07) 970-1611. For Fufapai, call (04) 2706-2159, (02) 
2928-2439 or (07) 281-8822.

■ Deck shoes (船布鞋)
NT$490
Breathable, with slip-resistant soles. 
Available in a range of colors.

While other Taiwanese shoe-makers have 
long since moved their factories overseas, 

CHS China Strong and Buffalo continue to 
maintain production lines in Taiwan. In 

2004, they were joined by a new company, 
Fufapai, which makes ultra-trendy 

footwear, often in limited editions
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